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Adobe Acrobat XI Professional is the free version of
Adobe's leading professional PDF, Flash, and

Windows XDK development tool. The full version of
Adobe Acrobat XI is the most powerful free PDF

authoring tool in existence, with advanced tools for
viewing, editing, signing, and protecting documents.

But because Acrobat XI Professional is free, it has
fewer features and is designed for casual use rather
than the powerful editing, design, and PDF standard-

setting workflows of the full version. As the PDF
standard evolved, the full version moved to an XML

format that is more powerful, flexible, and open.
Acrobat XI Professional retains the XML functionality
of the full version but is ported to a completely new
architecture that is more memory efficient, faster,
and easier to use. It is optimized for viewing and
editing large numbers of small documents (for
example, web pages, PDF forms, and business
presentations). With Adobe Reader XI, you can

digitally sign, mark up, and review PDFs. The Free
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Trial version of Reader XI is a complete PDF reader,
with all the features of the Standard Edition,

including tools and features for importing and linking
to other electronic documents. PDFs are great to
distribute to colleagues who can edit, sign, and

transmit them back to you, but they aren't so great
for archiving and managing your content. Adobe's
Digital Forms product makes PDF documents more
interactive, easy to use, and useful for managing
projects and giving electronic approval to form

submissions. New Multi-Document Forms allow users
to manage multiple PDF documents, instead of
loading every page in a single file. Like Acrobat

Reader, you can make basic edits to documents,
such as changing a header and making it easier to

read. Acrobat forms are also certified HTML, PDF, or
Adobe XMP by a recognized certification authority. In

addition to standard PDF document editing
capabilities, you can edit or link to any document on

your network. You can even securely import a
document from a network location or WebDAV, and

sign the document directly from the Web.
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